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Abstract
In his paper, we introduce a novel technique, called F-APACS,
for mining jkzy association rules. &istlng algorithms involve
discretizing the domains of quantitative attrilmtes into intervals
so as to discover quantitative association rules. i%ese intervals
may not be concise and meaning@ enough for human experts to
easily obtain nontrivial knowledge from those rules discovered.
Instead of using intervals, F-APACS employs linguistic terms to
represent the revealed regularities and exceptions. The linguistic
representation is especially usefil when those rules discovered
are presented to human experts for examination. The definition
of linguistic terms is based onset theory and hence we call
the rides having these terms fuzzy association rules. The use of
fq
techniques makes F-APACS resilient to noises such as
inaccuracies in physical measurements of real-life entities and
missing values in the databases. Furthermore, F-APACS employs
adjusted difference analysis which has the advantage that it does
not require any user-supplied thresholds which are often hard to
determine. The fact that F-APACS is able to mine fiuy
association rules which utilize linguistic representation and that
it uses an objective yet meanhg@ confidence measure to
determine the interestingness of a rule makes it vety effective at
the discovery of rules from a real-life transactional database of a
PBX system provided by a telecommunication corporation
Keywords: data mining, fuzzy association rules, linguistic terms,
interestingness measure.

1 Introduction
Data mining, sometimes referred to as knowledge discovery in
databases, is concerned with the nontrivial extraction of implicit,
previously unknown, and potentially useful infonuation from data
[9]. The regularities or exceptions discovered from databases
through data mining has enabled human decision makers to better
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make decisions in many different areas [8.14].
One important topic in data mining research is concerned
with the discovery of interesting association rules [I]. An
interesting association rule describes an interesting relationship
among different attributes and we refer to such relationship as an
association in this paper. A boolean association involves binary
attributes; a generalized association involves attributes that are
hierarchically related and a quantitative association involves
attributes that can take on quantitative or categorical values.
Existing algorithms (e.g. [3,16]) involve discretizing the domains
of quantitative attributes into intervals so as to discover
quantitative association rules. These intervals may not be concise
and meaningful enough for human experts to easily obtain
nontrivial knowledge from those rules discovered. Instead of
using intervaIs, we introduce a novel technique, called F-APACS,
which employs linguistic terms to represent the revealed
regularities and exceptions. The linguistic representation makes
those rules discovered to be much natural for human experts to
understand. The definition of linguistic terms is based on fuzzy
set theory and hence we call the rules having these terms j&zy
association rules. In fact, the use of fuzzy techniques has been
considered as one of the key components of data mining systems
because of the affinity with the human knowIedge representation
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Regardless of whether the association being considered is
boolean, generalized or quantitative, existing algorithms (e.g. [l2, 10, E-161) decide if it is interesting by having a user supply
two threshohis - support and confidence. Given two attributes X
and Y, the support is defined as the percentage of records having
both attributes X and Y and the confidence is defined as the
percentage of records having Y given that they also have X. If
both support and conf?dence is greater than the user-suppIied
threshold, the association is considered interesting. A weakness
of these approaches lies in the difficulty in deciding what these
thresholds should be.
To overcome this problem, F-APACS utilizes adjusted
di@rence D-51 analysis to identify interesting associations among
attributes. Unlike other data mining algorithms (e.g. [l-2. 10. 15
16]), the use of this technique has the advantage that it does not
require any user-supplied thresholds which are often hard to
determine. Furthermore, F-APACS also has the advantage that it
allows us to discover both positive and negative association rules.
A positive association rule teIIs us that a record having certain
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attribute value (or linguistic term) will also have another attribute
value (or linguistic term) whereas a negative association ruIe tells
us that a record having certain attribute value (or linguistic term)
will not have another attribute value (or linguistic term).
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
provide a brief description of how existing algorithms can be used
for the mining of quantitative association rules and how fuzzy
techniques can be applied to data mining process. We also
discuss the reIative strength and weaknesses of these techniques.
The details of PAPACS is given in Section 3. h this same
section, we also describe how F-APACS is able to overcome some
To evaluate the
of the limitations of existing algorithms.
performance of F-APACS, we have applied it to a real-life
database. The restdts of the experiment are discussed in Section
4. Finally, in Section 5, we provide a summary of the paper.

2 Related Work
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Quantitative association rules are defined over quantitative and
c&ego&al attributes 1161. The statement ‘70% of tertiary
educated people between age 25 and 30 are unmarried” is one
such exampIe. In 116], the vahres of categorical attributes are
mapped to a set of consecutive integers and the values of
quantitative attributes are first d&ret&d into intervals using
equi-de@ parfitioning, if necessary, and then mapped to
consecutive integers to preserve the order of the vahkesfintervals.
And as a result, both categorical and quantitative attributes can be
handled in a uniform fashion as a set of cattribute, integer value>
pairs.
With the mappings defined in [16], a quantitative association
rule is mapped to a set of boolean association rules. In other
words, therefore, rather than having just one tIeId for each
attribute, there is a need to use as many fields as the number of
different attribute values. For example, the value of a boolean
field corresponding to <af&uter,
valuer> would be “1” if
attri6utq has value1 in the original record and “O”, otherwise
[16]. AOer the mappings, the algorithms for mining boolean
association rules (e.g. [l-2]) is then applied to tbe transformed
data set.
I&I= {i’, i2, .*., im] be a set of binary attributes called items
and T be a set of transactions. Each transaction f E 7’ is
represented as a binary vector with t[k] = 1 if t contains item ik
and t[k] = 0, otherwise,for k = 1,2, -.., m. An association rule’ is
defined as au implication of the form X * Y where X c I, Y c r,
and XflY = 0 - The rule X 3 Y holds in T with support defined
as the percentage of records having both X and Y and confidence
defined as the percentage of records having Y given &batthey also
have X. For the mining algorithms such as that described in [l-2,
IO, 15-161 to determine if an association is interesting, its support
and confidence have to be greater than some user-supplied
thresholds. A weakness of such approach is that many users do
not have any idea what the thresholds should be. If it is set too

high, a user may miss some useful rules but if it is set too low, the
user may be overwhelmed by manyirrelevant ones.
Furthermore, the intervals involved in quantitntlvo
association rules may not be concise and meaningful enough for
human experts to obtain nontrivial knowledge. Aluy littgtdsdc
surmmzrks introduced in [17-H] express knowledge In linguistic
representation which is natural for people to comprehend, An
example of Iinguistic summaries is the statement “about half of
people in the database are middle aged.” In contrast to
association rules which involve implications between different
attributes, the fuzzy linguistic summaries only provldc
surmnarkation on different attributes. Although this tcchnlquo
can provide concise summaries which are nature for people to
comprehend, there is no idea of implication in fuzzy llngulstb
summ&.s. As a result, this technique which provides a mcuns
for data analysis is not developed for the task of rule discovery,
In addition to fuzzy linguistic sununaries, the applicabilily of
fuzzy modeling techniques to data mining has been discussed in
[ 131. Given a series of fuzzy sets, at, 5tz, . . ., &, conlexl-sensitive
Fury C-Means(FCM) method is used to construct the rutc-based
models with the rules y is J& if SLt and as and .,, and S& where
Pt, 522, *--,G, are the regions in the input space that are centered
around the “c” prototypes for i = 1, 2, . . . . c [133. Nevertheless,
the context-sensitive FCM method can only manlpulato
quantitative attributes and it is for this reason that this tecbniquc
is inadequate to deal with most real-life databases which con&it
of both quantitative and categorical attributes.

3 F-APACS for Mining Fuzzy
Association Rules
In this section, we describe a novel algorithm, called F-APACS,
which makes use of linguistic terms to represent the regularities
Furthcrmorc,
and exceptions discovered from databases.
F-APACS also empIoys adjusferi dt$$zrence [3-S] analysis to
identify interesting associations among attributes. The defmltlon
of linguistic terms is presented in Section 3.1. An ovcrvlcw Of
F-APACS is then given in Section 3.2, After that, we describe
how interesting associations can be identified in Section 3.3, A
confidence measure, called weigh, of evidence {3-S] mcasurc, is
then defined in Section 3.4 to provide a means for representing
the uncertainty associated with the fuzzy association rules, In
Section 3.5, we give a discussion about the computatlonnl
complexity of F-APACS.

3. I Lif?guisfic

7ams

Given a set of records, B, each of which consists of a set of
attributes I= {Zr, Iz, . . .. I,}, where I,, Y = 1, 2, ,.,, n cnn bo
quantitative or categorical. For any record, d E B, d[&) &notes
the value i, in d for attribute I, For any quantitative attribute,
Z, E J, let dom(lv)=[fv,uv]~%
denote the domala of the
attribute. Based on fuzzy set theory, a set of linguistic terms can
be defined over the domain of each quantitative nltributc. Let &,
r = 1, 2, . . . . s, be linguistic terms associated with some

’ The definition is adapted from [23 which is a slightlymodified
version of that presented in El].
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quantitative attribute, I”E J i&, is represented by a fuzzy set, L,,,,
defined on dom(ZJ whose membership function is p& such that

.7

respect to L, is given by pGT (d[Z,]) . In order words, d is
characterized by the term L& to a degree of &Jd[Z,,]).

If

.

,Q,~CW,I) = 1sd is completely characterized by the term 4,. If
,q+ GW,I) = 0, d is undoubtedly not characterized by the term

Pf+/domu”) + [WI

L& If 0 c pkr (d[Z,]) c 1, d is partially characterized by the
ThefuzzysetsL,r=1,2,...,s,arethendefinedas
P& ci,:,
c
br=

dom(l,) iV
P& (4 1

I ddr,)

term 4,.

t

indicates that there is no information available concerning
whether d is characterized by the term -t, or not.
In fact, d can also be characterized by more than one
Let us consider the linguistic terms,
linguistic terms.
E 4, and the corresponding fuzzy sets,
4,r, ‘-4yz .-J%&

if I, is discrete
if Iv is continuous

4

L,trp&j~...Jvmrm

for all i, E dom(ZJ. The degree of compatibility of some value
i, E &n(ZJ with some linguistic term &is given by pr, (i,) .

by the terms +,

As an example, let us consider the attribute Height and the
lingnistic term Tall represented by the fazzy set Tsuch that

mWhq

T=

for all x E dom(Height) s Eli. If a person is 185 cm tall, then his
height is compatible with the term Tall to a degree of
$185-170)

In case that d[Z,.]is unknown. p4, (d[Z,]) = 05 which

=0.5.

attribute,
Z, E
categorical
For
any
3,
let
)
denote
the
domain
of I,.. In order to
dom(Z,) = (iv,& ,..., iym,
handle categorical and quantitative attributes in a uniform fashion,
we can also define a set of linguistic terms, 4,, r = 1,2, . . . . m,.,
for each categorical attribute, Z, E 3, where &is represented by a
fuzzy set, &,, such that

,Gzti ,...,-$,Jm is defined as
CdrZ,,31,P%,

C4’v2Jh-..,phmrm
CdU,,IN

Based on linguistic terms, we can apply F-APACS to
discover fuzzy association rules which are presented in a manner
that is natural for human experts to understand. In addition to
linguistic representation, the use of fuzzy techniques buries the
boundaries of adjacent intervals of numeric qualities. This makes
F-APACS resilient to noises such as inaccuracies in physical
measurements of real-life entities. Furthermore, the fact that 0.5
is the fuzziest degree of membership of an element in a fuzzy set
provides a new means for F-APACS to deal with missing values
in databases.

F-APACS then determines if an interesting association
relationship exists between L&, 4k E 4 p # j. More specifically,
F-APACS can be described as follows (Fig. 1).
I) rules F-AF’ACS( )
2) begin
foralldE D do
3)
foroB4,,4kE
4p#jdo
4)
degLda + = mWLrn (dVr,,lW~~ WtZjl)) ;
5)

attributes, Each linguistic term is represented by a fuzzy set and
sets,
set
of
fuzzy
have
a
hence
we
L=(L&=1,2
,..., rr,r=1,2 ,..., sv} . Given a record, d E 9, and

.

,

3.2 The F-APACS in LIefail
F-APACS begins the data mining process by calculating the sum
of degrees to which those records in databases are characterized
by the linguistic terms. Given a record, d E D, and linguistic
terms, .L& 4 E 4 p # j which are, in turn, represented by fnzzy
sets, &, L,- E L, p # j respectively, the degree to which d is
characterized by l& and 4k is accumulated in deghLR .

In addition to handling categorical and quantitative attributes
in a uniform fashion, the use of linguistic terms to represent
categorical attributes also allows the fuzzy natnre of some realworld entities to be easily captured. For example, it may be
difficult to distinguish the color orange for the color red in some
situations. It is for this reason that an object which is orange in
color can be perceived as red in color to certain extent. Such hind
of fuzziness in attribute Color can be represented by the linguistic
terms Red and Orange. Based on these linguistic terms, the color
of an object can be compatible with the term Red to a degree of
0.7 and with the term Orange to a degree of 0.9.
Using the above technique, we can represent the original
J
using
a
set
of
linguistic
terms,
attributes,
L= (&Iv= I,2 ).,., n.r=1,2 )..., s,} where s, = m, for categorical

6

E L . The degree to which d is characterized

6)
7)
8)

for.all-&.+E
4p#jdo
if intereshg(l;w, LJJ then

9)

return@);

Rp=%.U~&34$&~

1;

10) end
Fig. 1. Algorithm F-APACS.

a linguistic term, & E 4 which is, in turn, represented by a fuzzy
set, L,T E L, the degree of membership of the values in d with
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The identification of interesting associations is based on an
objective interestingness measure, called adjusted d@rence [35]. F-APACS employs this measure in interesting&,,,, &) to
determine tihether the association between & and 4 is
interesting. If interestin&&, +.) returns true, a fuzzy association

(3)
where zLMLp is the standardized dlfirence [3-5] given by

rule is then generated by the rulegen function. For each ruIe
generated, this function also returns a confidence measure called
the weight of evidence [3-5] measure. AlI fuzzy association roles
generated by rxlegen are stored in i which will then be used later
for inference or for the users to examine. The rzJegen function
takes as argument a pair of linguistic terms, J& and &, where &,,
J& E 4 p # j to gene&e fuzzy association ruks is the form
Lj~ j&,
[wLH4 ] where wtwLp
denotes the weight of

(4)

eLNLR is the sum of degrees to which records are expected to bc
characterized by J& and 4 and is calculated by

evidence.

3.3 Idenfificafion of Inferesfing
Associa fions
The details of the interestng fimction described in the Iast section
is given as folIows (Pig. 2).

and yLdR

is the lnarimwn likelihood esfimnfe [3-S] of the

varianceof ZLdfl and is given by
1) bool inferc.rtifrg(&, Q
2) begid
3)

caIculate dLHL, using (5);

4)

if ‘dwR bI.96 then
(6)

retorn trlle;

5)

else

61

return false;

7)

8) end
If

Fig. 2. The interesting Gmction.

(the 95 percentiles

of the normal

distribution), we can conclude that the discrepancy between
Pr(& 1 &) and Pr(Lt,J is significantly different and hence the
association between 4 and & is interesting. If dL,l;p > +S96,

In order to decide whether the association between a
Iinguistic term, J$, and another linguistic term, J&, is interesting,
we determine whether

=

Id,~~1>196

sum of degrees to which objects characterized by Lps and LIZ (I)

the presence of & implies the presence off&. In other words, It
is more iik.eiyfor a record having both 4 and J&. We say that $
is positively assocjated with L&. If dLppcp < -196, the abscnco
of 4 impks the presence of &. In other words, it Is mum
wr&k~y for a record having 4 and I& at the same time, we say
that 4 is negatively associated with &.

sum of degrees to which objects characterized by Ljk

is significantly difirent from
sum of degrees to which objects characterized by J&
W-Q

=

M

(2)

As described idSection 3.2, the rulegen function uses the weighf
of evidence [4-S] measure as a confidence measure for fuzzy
association rules. If the association between J$ and +, is found
to be interesting, there is some evidence for or against a record
having f& given it has 4. The wejght of evidence measure 1s
defined in terms of an information theoretic concept known as
mutual information. Mutual information measures the change of
uncertainty about the presence of & in a record given that It has
4 is and in turn defined as

SP sr

where M=

degLpLfi . If this is the case, we consider the

cc
u=l

3.4 Confidence Measure of Association
Rules

i=l

association between 4 and &interesting.
The significance of the difference can be objectively
evaluated based on the &jussted dl@rence [3-S] which is defined
as
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(7)
w$q)

Based on mutual information,
measure is defined in (43 as

wL&

the weight of evidence

i#q
pfCLjk

pT(Ljk

w,++

-

4 Experimental Results

=z(L~r:Ljk)-I(u(L~f:Ljk))

= log

y ‘:-.

databases. In addition to number of records in databases, the
performance of F-APACS also depends on the total number of
attributes and the number of linguistic terms used to represent an
attribute. Specifically, F-APACS possesses quadratic scalability
in terms of number of attributes and number of linguistic terms
associated with each attribute respectively.

WLpqiLjk)

Z(Lpq:Ljk) =lOg

;

(8)

I&)

IU ~;pi)
i+q

can be intuitively interpreted as a measure of the

difference in the gain in information when a
characterized by Lt,r and when characterized by
weight of evidence is positive if 4 is positively
&,, whereas the weight of evidence is negative if
associated with &.

record with J&
L& i # q. The
associated with
4 is negatively

4.5 On the Scalability of F-APACS
Given a database containing N records such that each record is
characterized by II attributes and each attribute is represented by
m linguistic terms, there are (n - I)m possible pairs of linguistic
terms involving a certain term. The total number, r, of pairs of
linguistic terms is therefore given by
r = (nm)((n - 1)m)

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of F-APACS, we applied it
to a real-life transactional database of a PBX system provided by
a telecommunication corporation. This database contains the
phone calling records of clients of the corporation using the PBX
system. There are 3,009 records in the database. Each record is
represented by a string of 132 characters long from which 13
attributes can be extracted. These 13 attributes are Time-of-calloriginatiorl,
Duration-of-call,
Calling-party-idenfication,
Originating-extension-number, Trunk-identijication,
Trunknumber, Trunkaccess-code, Directory-number-dialed, Accountcode, Tonant-number, Metering-group, Call-charge, and Modemidentificatin-number.
Except the two categorical attributes
Calling-party-identification and Trunk-identification, all the
remaining attributes are quantitative. The domain of Callingparty-identification is {ST, AT, TI, DD, DS, DT, CO, LN. TL)
whereas the domain of Trunk-iklentijcation is {-, C, F, L, W, Tj.
As an illustration, let us consider attributes Time-of-callorigination and Duration-ofxali in detail.
We define the
linguistic terms Mid-night, Morning, Afternoon, Evening, and
Night for Time-of-call-origination. These linguistic terms are
shown in Fig. 3.

= n(n - l)m2
Degree of membership

Each record in the database has n attribute values (one-for
each attribute) and each of them is represented by m linguistic
terms. Moreover, there are (n - 1)m linguistic terms for it to have
associations. F-APACS therefore calculate the cumulative degree
Consequently, F-APACS takes
for (ntn)[(n - 1)rn) times.
l)nz*)IV
operations
to
scan
through the database. After
(n(n obtaining the cumulative degree of all pairs of linguistic terms,
F-APACS determines whether the association between each pair
is interesting and it takes another r operations. As a result,
F-APACS takes (n(n - l)n?)N + r operations in total. Hence the
computational complexity of F-APACS, O(F-APACS), is given

Morning
1

12am

3am

6am

9am

Afternoon

12pm

3pm

Evening

Night

9pm
6pm
Time-of-call-origination

Fig. 3. Definition of linguistic terms for attribute Time-of-callorigination.

by
O(F-APACS) = O((n(n - l)mz)N

For Duration-oaf-call, we define the linguistic terms Veryshort, Short, Modmzte, Long, and Very-long. These terms are
given in Fig. 4.

+ r)

= O((n(n - l))m2N + n(n - l)nz2>
(10)
= O(n2m2(N + 1))
= O(n2m2N)
Let us note that the F-APACS algorithm scales
terms of number of records in databases. This
F-APACS is indeed desirable because there
tremendous amount, say, milIions, of records

up linearly in
scalability of
are usualIy
in real-life
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Time-of-cull-origination = Mid-night
3 Duration-of-call = Long 1-2.301

Degree of membership

,:

t Very-short

Short

Moderate

Very-long

Long

~#I
'i1

The first one says that those phone calls with very long
duration tend to be made at afternoon whereas the second one
says that the clients who make phone calls at mid-night will not
have talks of long duration. It is recognized that those fuzzy
association rules involving linguistic terms are mom natuml for
human experts to understand when compared to quantitative
association rules which involves intervals.
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12

Ia

15

Duralion-of-call

5 Concf usions

Fig.4. Definition of linguistic terms for attribute Duration-of-

Quantitative association rules discovery algorithms involve
discretizing the domains of quantitative attributes into intervals,
These intervals may not be concise and meaningfui enough for
human experts to easily obtain nontrivial knowledge from those
rules discovered. Instead of using intervals, we prcsentcd a novel
algorithm, called F-APACS, which employs linguistic terms to
represent the revealed regularities and exceptions in this pnpcr.
The linguistic representation is especially useful when those rules
discovered are presented to human experts for examination, The
definition of linguistic terms is based on fuzzy set theory and
hence we tail the rules having these terms fuzzy associntion mk
The use of fuzzy techniques makes F-APACS resilient to noises
such as inaccuracies in physical measurements of real-life entities
and missing values in the databases. Unlike other algorithms
which discover association ales based on the use of some uscrsupplied threshold such as the minimum support and minimum
confidence, F-APACS employs adjusted difference aunlysis to
identify interesting associations among attributes. This mnkcs
F-APACS to be able to avoid the use of some user-suppllcd
thresholds which are often difficult to determine. F-APACS also
has the unique features that it is able to discover both positive and
negative associations and it uses a confidence measure, c&d the
weight of evidence measure, to represent the tincertainty of the
association ales. Experiments on a real-life datnbase containing
calling records of a PBX system showed that F-APACS is al110lo
discover meaningful fuzzy association rules.

Cd.

Using the linguistic tesms described in Section 3.1, we
applied F-APACS to the PRX database. The resuhs of the
experiment demonstrate that F-APACS is able to discover
meaningful tizzy association rules from the data. Among the
fuzzy association rules discovered by F-APACS, the following
rules are particuIarty interesting.

,2,

I:

3

0

-: ,, I. 1
,.
.l'
j,.:,o* ._ ,,
,.
.z
,.
‘:
,>','-;
2.‘4
1.:;
:. i
1*S', --<!

Y,:, /

:
I
I 1

T?,

':

Calling-parry-identi~cuijication
= “DD’
+ Trunk-identification = “-” [infinity]
Cnlling-parry-identtion
= “Co’
a Trunk-idenfificution= “-” [infinity]
Calling-pnrry-identi~caijication
= “‘ST
j Trunk-identification = ‘C” finfinity3

..;
:

All of these rules has a weight of evidence of intinity aad this
means that we are extremely certain that they are true all the time.
In fact, it is reasonable that a trunk is dedicated to some specific
calling parties, Hence which trunk is used depends on what the
caUiig parties are and this is what the above rules imply.
L-et us consider the folIowing fuzzy association rules as well.
Duration-of-call = Short
* Calling-par~~~~d~cufion = “ST’ [2.80]
C~l~~g-party-identi~~~~on = “ST’
3 Time-of-culbor
= Morning [-2.361
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